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Protecting the Physical Economy     

If the potential crunch comes it will be like the Victorian Fires, without correct preparation and 

immediate action, the loss will be horrible. 

Banking systems and their effect on the physical economy – the banking system has a critical 

role in the physical economy. Without the banking system there is no facility for the production 

of credit and the physical economy would grind to a halt. The banking system is so critical that if 

it was insufficiently regulated, by its lending policies alone, it could cause inflation or recession 

on the economies that it “serviced”. For that reason and because of the existent historic record 

of manipulative tactics used by banks over the centuries, they have come under scrutiny of 

managers or “owners” of the economy; be they sovereign nations, governments or monarchs.   

Banking debit creation system in comparison to credit creation systems- the banking system 

can essentially operate in one of two ways; it can either facilitate the credit for the physical 

economy or interact with that physical economy in a adverse way in which it drains wealth from 

the physical economy to accumulate a debit owed it. The former is a credit banking system the 

later a debit banking system.  

Debit banking systems are banking systems that are derived from the Northern Italian and 

Venetian systems of the 1300’s. Some claim today that they were instrumental in bringing about 

the economic collapse in the later middle ages of European History (the period of the 

agricultural crisis, climate crisis, and plague and population collapse). Facts exist to demonstrate 

that this may have been the case.  In debit banking systems the bank offers the funds at its 

disposal to a borrower in return for fees and interest; for the expressed purpose of making a 

return on the initial funds. Further, it can and does create more return on its funds by 

multiplying financial transactions upon themselves- these transactions today are essentially 

called derivatives such as Collateralized Debt Obligations (CDOs). 

Conversely the credit banking systems are banking systems that are owned by the Sovereign 

nation. The initial intention of the United States Constitution called for the establishment of a 

credit banking system. The original intention of the Commonwealth Bank of Australia was to 

have the capacity to act as credit bank system. In credit banking systems the bank “utters” or 

creates credit to meet the needs of its physical economy. The purpose of the credit banking 

system is to act in the interests of the real economy and they are regulated by special bodies 

within the real economy. This governance is a critical factor. 
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Legislative protection of the banking system- Australia is a member of an International debit 

banking system.  The international banking system has its roots in the United States Federal 

Reserve Bank
1
 which in turn provides funds to the International Monetary Fund and the World 

Bank. These institutions provide funds to recipient countries for consideration of specific 

returns. Although in Australia, we have our own reserve bank; considerable funds are obtained 

from overseas banks and are made available to borrowers in Australia.  There are a number of 

factors to consider when world finances collapse. However in this information sheet we are 

primarily concerned with the banking system; thus because Australia relies on overseas money 

for borrowers it is intimately connected with any collapse of the debit banking system.  

Australian based banks also operate on a debit based system and have in their attempts to 

create increased returns, accumulated more returns on funds by multiplying financial 

transactions, they have done this well. They have accumulated considerable amount of 

derivatives on their books. When the financial crash commenced and began to accelerate; the 

individual economic governance of each political group copied the United States immediate 

response and tried to essentially “bail out” the “speculative sector” of the debit banking system. 

The emerging danger is now that the governance sectors may continue to apply bailouts and 

force the system into collapse. There is a real danger of this occurring. However nations have 

the recourse to parliamentary systems to enact legislation. Forcing through immediate standby 

legislation to protect the essential function of the banks, that is, to provide the credit for the 

physical economy, and separating and freezing the accumulated debts by multiplying financial 

transactions (the derivatives) would enable the Australian Banking system to remain intact in 

the intermediate term to allow for other parallel polices to be put in place to repair the real 

economy.   

 

Tactics to use in tandem with Bank Protection. 

Home owner’s protection legislation – The foundation of a real economy are the individual 

communities that comprise it. The purpose of having a healthy economy and any degree of 

affluence is for its communities. The communities are of course made up of family units. The 

health of the family unit essentially determines the health of the community. However 

individual families are now under economic stress as the contraction of the real economy results 

in job losses and inability to refinance. Mortgage defaults can occur under this financial strain. 

Defaults result in breaking up communities, and placing unmanageable stress upon them. If 

mortgage defaults were allowed to go their course the effect on the Australian economy would 

                                                             

1
 The United States Federal Reserve was created by Woodrow Wilson in 1913; many claim his actions 

were unconstitutional. 
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be serious. Business would be affected, welfare systems would rupture and there would be 

massive socio-demographic change. Of course a governance sector with true concern for its 

populace would have drafted immediate standby legislation to ensure that home owners cannot 

be forced from their homes. This would be an initial step to secure the basis of the real 

economy; its communities.   

Farm Owners protection legislation- Recently our farms owners have had their share of 

disaster. However the added difficulty of the absence of credit to achieve their operational 

requirements would multiply the disaster. Our farms need to be functioning and productive to 

ensure Australia has the primary produce to support itself and to trade internationally. Again, a 

governance sector with true concern for its populace would have drafted immediate standby 

legislation to ensure that farm owners cannot be forced from their farms and can obtain the 

credit for maintenance of productivity.  

Business protection legislation – Small business is essential to the survival of the physical 

economy. However, small business owners, especially those who have mortgaged premises, are 

under extreme financial stress. If they fail, there will be more unemployment and more 

disruption to the physical economy. Again, a government with concern for its populace would 

have drafted immediate standby legislation to ensure that business owners cannot be forced 

from their premises and can obtain the credit to maintain their business if required. 

The Legislation is essential- Of course spending money and creating debt in not desirable in the 

current circumstances and particularly not desirable in a debit banking system: However 

applying legislation that freezes the derivative aggregates, and at the same time protects the 

banks and the banking system, brings about an immediate reprieve.  

Applying legislative protection of the home owner and farm mortgages, and small businesses 

ensures a basis for economic recovery. This outline has been only concerned with a few 

interrelated fundamentals of the economy with the Banking system identified as a main player 

in the establishment or desecration of the physical economy.  

However, the effective drafting of legislation is critical in achieving the desired results for 

protection of home owners, farm mortgagees, and small businesses.  Those legislators must 

have a clear view of the nature of what they need to achieve and craft the legislation 

accordingly. The goal of the legislation once enacted should have the capacity for immediate 

application.  Various tests should apply so that genuine cases are protected and the safeguards 

could not be abused, however the essential points must be clearly in mind and not complicated 

with bureaucratic processes. When situations are critical action must be simple, clear and 

immediate; as would be the enactment of key legislation such as this.  


